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MyBox
design Iiro Viljanen
The MyBox workstation is a concept product, and its prototype now being displayed to study how
customers respond to it. Mybox is based on a simple idea: a lockable desk you can close at the
end of your working day and move, for example, next to the wall until you need it again.
“The designing of MyBox combined my own personal needs and customers' wishes”, says Iiro
Viljanen, who designed MyBox.
“My own desk was often a terrible mess, really. It was covered with all sorts of sketches and drafts,
not complete enough to be archived, yet too valuable to be thrown in the bin. In other words,
papers I browsed through day to day.
On the other hand, customers wanted a smaller desk, one that would take up little floor space,
something valued particularly by companies where people spent most of their time outside the
office. Because they change room arrangements frequently, furniture should be easy to move and
be fitted with castors. After all, people do not want to leave their personal documents for anyone to
see while they are away.
This was the backdrop for the creation of MyBox. You don’t need to tidy up your desk; just close
your laptop lid, lower the desk screen as cover and lock it up. This leaves you with a neat-looking
desk, with your stuff under lock and key. When you return, whether from the lunch break or a full
holiday, you can resume working without delay.”
Iiro Viljanen
Iiro Viljanen was born in 1967. He graduated as building architect from the Lahti Technical Institute
in 1991 and as interior architect from the University of Art and Design in 2000.
Iiro is part of Martela’s in-house design staff. He started out at Martela in 1999, and his first
creations were the Kit trolley and the Net storage screen. "What made their designing so
fascinating was that they posed technical challenges and, above all, that other manufacturers had
nothing of sort in the offering or making," says Iiro in retrospect. Too bad that they were to be
short-lived, being somewhat ahead of their time...
However, Iiro has designed a number of products after Kit and Net, which will be part of our
collection for a long time to come.
Acknowledgements and awards:
2004 ADEX Platinum, USA; Aura series desks
2001 IF Design Award, Hanover; Net storage screen
2001 Design Zentrum Nordrhein Westfalen award; Kit trolley
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